BRASS & FIREARM TRADE-IN PROGRAM
TRADE IN YOUR SPENT BRASS OR SURPLUS GUNS AND AMMO
WWW.ACTIONTARGET.COM
BRASS TRADE-IN PROGRAM
GET EQUIPMENT IN 4 EASY STEPS

This program is a great way to supply your range with superior targets without spending any of your annual budget.

Use your brass credit to purchase any product in our Portable Target line or save your credit up over time for larger purchases. Your credit from this program does not expire.

1. Collect your spent brass and securely fasten the containers to a pallet. Brass or nickel plate only. No aluminum, steel, or shotgun casings please.

2. Call Action Target at 801.705.9113 to schedule a pickup within the continental United States.

3. The brass will be picked up and delivered to Southern Belle Brass where they will inspect and weigh the shipment. If the shipment is over 1,000 pounds, they will even pay for the freight charges.

4. You will then be contacted by Action Target with your credit amount based on the net weight of the brass, less freight*, which can be up to $1.00 per pound.

* if under 1,000 pounds.

GUNS/AMMO TRADE-IN PROGRAM
DUTY FIREARMS
Sold for cash or trade value.
Stripped for parts value and destroyed.
• On-site stripping, 250 duty gun minimum
• Distributor strip and destroy service available

CONFISCATED GUNS
Sold for trade value.
Stripped for parts value and destroyed.
• On-site stripping, 750 duty gun minimum
• Distributor strip and destroy service available

ATF-NFA approved destruction

CLASS 3 WEAPONS
Transferrable: Collector sales.
Non-transferrable: Parts value and destruction.

AMMUNITION
Case lots: All calibers accepted.
Sold for value or traded for another caliber.
Confiscated: Options available.

AGENCY TRADES
We accept any quantity of firearms, from 1 to 10,000 units.

We offer a parts stripping and destruction program to provide value for agencies unable to trade duty, confiscated, and surrendered guns.

Use this credit towards any of your range projects or range equipment with Action Target or any of the Action Target family of companies. Your credit from this program does not expire.

Bids provided by Policetrades.com

Please call us at 801.705.9113 or FAX to 801.377.8096. Please visit www.actiontarget.com to learn more about our full line of shooting range equipment.